Herbert White, James Dark, Charlie Brown and Mary Sweet all went to the same school. They left school in 2008, and they have had very different careers. What has become of them?

Herbert White became a politician ten years ago. He’s very successful. He bought a country house five years ago, and bought a Jaguar at the same time. He’s been a Member of Parliament for ten years. He’s had his house and car for five years.

James Dark is a criminal. He robbed a bank in 2020 and escaped to the Bahamas. He bought a luxury yacht the same year. He’s still on the island. He likes to sit in the sun. He’s been there since 2020. He’s had the yacht since 2021.

Mary Sweet and Charlie Brown fell in love at school. He gave her a ring when they left school. She wears it every day, and she has never taken it off. They got married in 2012 and they are still in love. They moved to France in 2016.

Translate:

Vor zwanzig Jahren gingen sie zur gleichen Schule. .................................................................

Vor zehn Jahren wurde er Politiker. .................................................................

Seit zehn Jahren sind sie verheiratet. .................................................................

Er wohnt seit fünf Jahren auf der Insel. .................................................................

Ich habe diese Uhr seit drei Jahren. .................................................................

Ich habe meine Kamera seit 2019. .................................................................

Sie hat ihr Auto 2022 gekauft. .................................................................

Der Verbrecher entwischte vor ein paar Tagen. .................................................................